Waterhog Eco

Welcome?
Soil is everywhere. It is part of the earth we live on and managing it is a
vital part of our everyday existence. Today’s emphasis on the cleanliness
of a building for personal health makes soil management even more
important. 85% of all soil entering a facility is brought in on the feet of the
occupants. Of this, at least, 80% is dry soil which can range from large
particles to powder-like dust and the rest is oily. Waterhog Eco Premier
entrance mats stop soil and water at the door, store soil and water for
removal, minimize tracking of soil and water and most importantly,
provide a safe, slip resistant surface to walk on.
Waterhog Eco Premier entrance mats from Applifast are manufactured
with an exclusive rubber-reinforced face pattern which prevents pile
from crushing, maintains high performance, extends product life and
appearance retention. An exclusive Waterhog Eco Premier “water dam”
border and unique bi-level construction effectively traps dirt and water
in the mat and off the floor, minimizing slip hazards, floor damage and
maintenance costs. Waterhog Eco Premier rubber backing resists curling
and cracking which is ideal for indoor and/or outdoor applications.

100% post-consumer P.E.T. fabric from recycled
drink bottles dries quickly and won’t fade or rot.

Rubber reinforced
face pattern

STANDARD SIZES:
3’ x 5’, 4’ x 6’, 6’ x 8’
OPTIONS:

CERTIFIED

COLORS:

- Black Smoke
- Grey Ash
- Maroon
- Chestnut Brown

BORDERS:

- Rubber Border

Floor Safety Institute is a nonprofit organization that through education and research helps
nd-fall accidents. Those products carrying the NFSI certification have been subjected to
es of tests that include real world applications.

- Fashion Border

the testing process, Mountville mats were submitted to the NFSI laboratory for testing
ersal Walkway Tester (UWT). The mats were then wet-tested for Static Coefficient of
F) under NFSI 101A guidelines. After meeting the standards set by the NFSI in Phase 1,
then eligible for testing in Phase 2.

www.applifast.com

the testing process, the mats were installed in real world applications for a minimum of
hey were exposed to the same demands of everyday use, including commercial traffic
e to cleaning agents and spills. After the test period expired, the mats were cleaned and
SCOF. Once the mats met the NFSI’s minimum acceptable level of slip resistance, they
d as “High-Traction” and were NFSI certified.

lace, architects, designers and specifiers are being educated in the selection of products
NFSI certification for high-risk areas. This certification is their assurance that the product
ing has been clinically tested to meet the highest of performance standards.

r mats to such rigorous testing is just another indication that Mountville Mills is leading
th the highest performing, most innovative, and now the safest mats available.
Mountville products are NFSI Certified:

e

ti-Fatigue

onfetti

CERTIFIED

CERTIFIED ANTI-SLIP BY
THE NATIONAL FLOOR
SAFETY INSTITUTE

Rubber-reinforced face
Low profile
Anti-static
Slip resistant
Recycled content

www.mountville.com
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Modular Tile

(15% - 20% recycled
rubber from tires)

3/8” Pile Height
30 oz/sq yard face weight

FURNISH STUNNING, CLEAN AND SAFE DOORWAYS
WITH WATERHOG ECO PREMIER ENTRANCE MATS
FROM APPLIFAST.

Hog Heaven Fashion
Hog Heaven Plush
MicroGuard
SafetyScrape
SuperScrape
TractionHog
TractionTread
WaterHog Classic/Premier
WaterHog Diamond Cord
WaterHog Fashion
WaterHog Fashion Diamond
WaterHog Impressions
WaterHog Logo Inlay
WaterHog MasterPiece Select
WaterHog Sculptures

“Water dam”
SBR rubber backing

